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HANDOUT 2 
D O W N T O W N  

Many teens in your community like to go downtown to hang out and look 
around in the stores. 
 
In the past few months, many of the downtown stores have seen an 
increase in incidents of shoplifting, particularly stores that sell CDs, 
sneakers, jeans, magazines and candy - products that are especially of 
interest to teens. The owners of these stores suspect that teens are 
responsible for the shoplifting. They are especially suspicious of groups 
of teens that come into their stores. 
 
Teens claim that when they�re in stores, salespeople often ignore them as 
customers and treat them as would-be shoplifters. They are often followed 
as they walk around the store. 
 
Recently, several stores have made policies that no one under 16 can enter 
the store without a parent or guardian. The policies also allow no more than 
two young people aged 16-18 to enter a store together. Other teens have to 
wait outside until the pair inside leaves. Some stores have even hired 
security guards to enforce this policy and keep a close eye on teens in 
general. In a few incidents, angry confrontations between teens and security 
guards have also involved the police. 
 
Teens have met in the local community center to discuss the problems of 
this new policy and the stereotyping of teens. They do not want to violate 
the store policies and risk getting in trouble with the police. Storeowners 
have talked about the shoplifting problem in their retailers� association. They 
are also worried about negative publicity during the upcoming holiday 
season.  
 
Each side has selected representatives who have agreed to sit down 
together to see what can be done about this problem. 
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HANDOUT 3 
TEENS� POINTS OF VIEW 

You are one of the representatives selected by your fellow teens to meet with 
the storeowners to discuss their new anti-teen policies. You think these new 
policies are unfair because people should have the right to shop where they want 
with as many people as they like. You like to hang out and shop with your friends 
downtown. 

You don�t like being ignored when you are a customer in a store. You also don�t 
like constantly being under suspicion. You know that there are some teens who 
have shoplifted CDs and other things, but neither you nor your friends have. You 
spend a lot of money downtown and would like to be respected as a valuable 
customer. If things don�t get better, you and your friends will start to hang out at the 
new mall that has opened up across town. 

Other teens at the meeting shared stories of being treated rudely by salespeople 
and security guards. Some of them even thought they were being treated badly 
because of their race or ethnic group. You are worried about the anger that is 
developing and the trouble that these policies have caused you and your peers. 
You would really like to see this meeting with the storeowner representatives 
improve the situation before it gets totally out of hand. 

Questions to answer in preparation for the negotiation: 

1. Who does your group represent? What is your role? What are your 
feelings about the situation? 

2. What problem needs to be discussed? 
3. What is your starting position? 
4. List all your possible needs and interests related to this problem. 

5. Which ones are most important to you? 
6. List two additional workable solutions other than your current position. 
7. Prepare a list of questions that you would like to ask the other side. 
 

Look at �Handout 1: The Negotiation Process� and re-read Phase I. Are you 
really ready to negotiate? 
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HANDOUT 4 
STOREOWNERS� POINTS OF VIEW 

You and the other members of the retailers� association think the new policies limiting 
the number and age of teens allowed in stores are necessary because of the 
increase in shoplifting you have experienced in your stores. Many of the teens 
travel in large groups. Further, they are noisy and they roam around your store 
messing up the shelves and touching merchandise that they don�t buy. The teens 
scare adult business away. It is hard to keep an eye on them while you are 
attending to other customers. 

Because of these problems, you and other storeowners have recently hired 
security guards. Although this is expensive, you think that it will be worth it in the 
long run. You have heard some stories about the guards being too rough with the 
teens. You have also heard that some salespeople and security guards have used 
racial and ethnic slurs. However, you have instructed all of your employees to treat 
all customers - including teens - with respect. 

You and your fellow storeowners are worried about the competition from the new 
mall with its superstores. This recent trouble with the teens could hurt your business 
during the holiday season. You�d really like to see this meeting with the teens 
improve the situation. 

Questions to answer in preparation for the negotiation: 

1. Who does your group represent? What is your role? What are your 
feelings about the situation? 

2. What problem needs to be discussed? 
3. What is your starting position? 
4. List all your possible needs and interests related to this problem. 
5. Which ones are most important to you? 
6. List two additional workable solutions other than your current position. 
7. Prepare a list of questions that you would like to ask the other side. 

Look at �Handout 1: The Negotiation Process� and re-read Phase I. Are you really 
ready to negotiate? 


